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New River Innovation Enhances
Beyond415
New River Innovation, provider of IRS-support technology, recently released an
updated version of Beyond415, its software for post-�ling issues.
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New River Innovation, provider of IRS-support technology, recently released an
updated version of Beyond415, its software for post-�ling issues.

The enhanced version features an updated user interface, an interactive client
gateway and additional reporting. Version 2.2 allows users to create, categorize and
share document templates. The system is also able to auto�ll the templates with
client and �rm data. The Client Gateway sends email alerts whenever a document or
message has been shared in the Gateway and is included with all Beyond415
subscriptions. Authorized users can also view speci�c work�ow across the �rm using
Beyond415’s updated reporting features.

“We’re always looking for ways to increase the feature set of Beyond415 while
making it more intuitive to use,” said Jim Buttonow, CPA, IRS practice and procedure
expert, and cofounder of New River Innovation.  “With our 2.2 release, we think
Beyond415 is a product that can provide value to the smallest �rms all the way to the
Big Four.”
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